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Openi&ng and duration' of the meeting

1, The Regional Group for Africa of the UN Advisory Committee1on the

Application of Science and Technology, held its sixth consultative meeting

at the Headquarters of the Economic Commission for Africa, Africa Hall,

Addis Ababa from 18 to 21 October, 1971,

Attendance ■ "

2, One member of the African Regional Group, 'the Hon, .Dr. W«K. Chagula,
attended the meeting. Other bodies and agencies represented weres the

Office of Science and Technology, ESA, USF Headquarters, the Economic

Commission for Africa (ECA)S the World Meteorological Organization (WHO),
United Nations. Educational Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO),
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO), World

Health Organization (WHO) and the International Labour Organisation (ILO),

3. The meeting was attended by 24 people and a complete list of partici
pants is given in annex II,

Organization of the meeting.

4. The Hon. Dr. tf.K. Chagula, the only member of the Regional Group

present assumed the Chairmanship, The meeting proceeded to approve the
agenda which appears in annex I.

5.. The meeting was opened by Mr, R,K,A, Gardiner, the Executive Secretary
of the Economic Commission for Africa. In his opening remarks, Mr. Gardiner
welcomed Dr. Chagula and the representatives of UN organisations and
agencies and referred to the importance of the regular consultations

between the Regional Group, EGA and other UN agencies active in the
field of science and technology within Africa. He stressed the importance
of the World Plan of Action for the African Region and hoped that the

meeting would conclude its deliberations on the draft African Regional
Proposals for the World Plan of Action at this session* He hoped that
suitable action programmes would emerge from the regional plan which"
would constitute a framework for action at the country level.

Documentation

6. The documents before the African Regional Group at the meeting are
listed in annex III,

Reception by H.E, Mr« Samuel N. Ebuka

7. Participants at the sixth consultative meeting of the Regional Group
for Africa attended a reception given by H#E, Mr. Samuel IT. Ebuka, the

4Ambassador of the Republic of Equatorial Guinea on 20 October 1971.
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■ I. AFRICAN REGIONAL PROPOSALS FOR THE WORLD PM OF ACTION

9. The meeting has before it the following documentss World Plan of
Action fox the Application of Science and Technology to Development
(B/4962) and (E/4962/Add.l p^te I-XIl) prepared by the USF Advisory Com
mittee on the Application of Science and Technology to Development, Regional
Proposals for the World Plan of Action (UWACAST/AF.REG./v.2) and (UHACAST/
AF*REa./VI.2 Parts I-Vl) prepared by the Utf Economic Commission for Africa*

10. A representative of the ECA secretariat introduced .the discussion
on this topic and explained the objectives and the format of the Regional
Proposals which the meeting was to consider. The inputs into the preparation
of the Regional Proposals for the World Plan of Action came from three
main sources s ■ -.. ' -

(i) The Global Plan for the World Plan of Action which provided a
general framework of areas of priority selected for action by

. .. the VB. ■ , . . ■

(ii) The Country Surveys on Needs and Priorities in the Application
of Science and Technology to Development. These surveys, were
conducted by the Wk in 1969 in- 39 member-countries and furnished
information "on the areas of need and the priorities of these coun
tries where science and technology require to be applied*

(iii) Contributions from specialized agencies containing proposals .for
, ■ ..; ■ action in different sectors.

11.. .In-preparing the draft Regional Proposals for the World Plan of Action,
.the task of the Commission has been to select regional programmes within
the framework of the Global Plan, taking.into account the needs already as- '
,certamed frosa the country surveys undertaken. The Regional Proposals are
not intended to answer to all the needs of the countries in the African
Region, but are a. selection of programmes of high priority from among
those needs. -For the purpose of implementation it will be necessary to pro
ceed to the selection of country projects as the final stage of the Plan'- jThe

Regional Plan could be looked upon as the envelope for the country projects,

12. -The presentation of the Regional Proposals falls under ten sectors,
each sector having its own chapter. In each chapter there is an intro
ductory part giving a brief outline of the problems and issues in the sector
and the areas, of intervention for science and technology. The objectives
towards which the programmes in the sector are directed are then listed
followed by programmes designed to give coverage to the range of ascertained
country needs. Within each programme the Regional Plan lists and discusses
briefly a number of illustrative projects. The list of projects under each
programme is not meant to be exhaustive.

13.. It was pointed out that Chapter I on "Science Development" and Chap
ter IV on "Industry" had been presented at the Fifth Meeting of the
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Regional Group of UMCAST last, year, "but the Chairman proposed that it

would, "be useful to discuss tho whole Plan together including these two

Chapters. ..

14» A{1thin the time available, the meeting considered six chapters of

.the Regional Plan9 namelys . * . .

'I Science Development - .

,_ ■ II Natural Resources . ■

"' ■ III Food and Agriculture

■IV Industry . . ■ . ' . ■ ■ . ■ ;; ■

V Transport .and Telecommunications ■

. VI" Sousing and Urban Development.

15- Owing to the shortage of time3 consideration of the remaining four

chapters was deferred and it was decided that these should be presented

before the African Regional Group Meeting to be held in Geneva during

the 15th. session of UKACAST.. In particular discussion of Chapter X on

Transfer of Commercial Technology and Item 4 of the Agenda was deferred

in order .to allow consideration at a meeting at which UJTIDO and UBTCTAD

could be present.

16„ The__ main decisions and amendments proposed during the meeting on

"each1of" these chapters are given in the' following paragraphss

Chapter I

17V The Chapter was presented for discussion in substantially the same

form as it had originally been tabled before the fifth meeting of the Re

gional Group, The UNESCO representative enquired whether the Chapter-had

been revised to take account of the submission which had been sent by the

Field Science Office after the fifth meeting. The EOA pointed out that

the present chapter as it was, already took note of any relevant proposals

contained in the UNESCO submission. At the insistence of the UNESCO rep

resentative the meeting agreed that copies of the submission be referred

to be circulated to the participants of the meeting. After the partici

pants had had time to read the UNESCO submission the Chairman summed up-

the position by pointing out that there was no need to amend the chapter

in its present form which could be said to arise our of any proposals con

tained in the UNESCO submission. It was clear*, after the. UNESCO document

had been read9 that it dealt primarily with a later stage of the Regional

Plan >mere country projects would be selected and it was agreed that any

relevant points in the document would be taken into consideration during

the' next .stage of the. exercise which would involve selection of country
projec uS«

Chapter II ■ ■

18. In Chapter II a number of modifications were made to the sectoral objec
tives of the Regional Plan in order to include some activities which had

been omitted. In addition? a new Project (c) relating to the training

of personnel for Earth Resources Exploration Satellites was aaded in pro

gramme III, The Chapter was then adopted.



Chapter III

19*- In- introducing- Chapter III, the ECA pointed out that the priorities. .

:f or.- the Regional Plan coincided very closely with those-of the. Global' Plan ■

except that,, within the African region, the production of unconventional'

proteins was not of serious interest. The general conviction within the

region was that the conventional, sources could provide, adequate sapplief?

of .pro.tein to meet the food demands- Under Prograu-e I of this. sector, the

meeting agreed.that a Project (d) should be added relating to the survey of

ecological conditions in'order to determine the crops, that, are most suitable

for cultivation. Under Programme III the meeting agreed to a suggestion

that wheat should be added to the list of cereals of interest for genetic

research within the region.

20, In Programme V considerable discussion took place on Project (a) which1
related to the introduction of mechanisation into agriculture. It was felt

that projects for the introduction of mechanization should be conceived, of

in .two categories. There was need for the introduction of mechanization'at

what was designated "intermediate technology level"' in many farming areas in

Africa where full .mechanization as,normally known would "not yet "be'relevant.

It was therefore decided that an additional project be added under this pro

gramme which would provide for the introduction of intermediate technology

into farming as a separate sta^e of .farming mechanization. A second project

..was requested to be. .added in Programme V to deal with the development Of

improved farming practices*" In "the discussion of Programme VT.j it was felt

that there -was need to take account of the sociological problems of intro

ducing new animal production techniques. Sociological problems ^ --cl -'.r. the

past and still continue to constitute one group of serious obstacle;.; to -the

modernization of agriculture. It was- agreed to provide an additional pro-

. j.ect. under this programme dealing with research into sociological problems

.of introducing new animal production techniques.

.21* Pro-gramme IX dealt,with the development of forestry. Under this pro

gramme it was .agreed that two new projects "be a.ddeds one dealing with edu

cation on problems of conservation of forests for farmers and the other to

provide for the development of forest products. Under Programme ''■'-. the

meeting- recommended that a second project should be added dealing Kith th&

development of new proces-sed foods from existing agricultural products*

Programme XI was agreed upon in.the form .presented but a rocfasat wan mr-d.9

that further details might be added on the categories of manpower requiring, to
be trained. " ■ ■■ ■

Chapteriy . . ■

22., Chapter 17. was presented for discussion- in.the same document from1 the

fifth meeting-, It was agreed that the division of programmes into govern

ment and non-government, programmes should be deleted from this chapter and

that all programmes should be given in the same way as in the rest oi' the

chapters. Under Programme II, ^ie meeting agreed that an additional sub

ject which should feature in the industrial research programmes should be

the evaluation of technologies generated through research,. It was also felt
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that Programme III relating to standardization should specifically mention

the need for standardization to extend to small-scale industry,. Since the

Regional Plan would be followed by country project selection.exercises, it

was felt that there was no need to mention countries for'which-particular

projects were relevant at this stage and it was therefore agreed to delete

the mention of individual countries from this chapter, .a further change

made in the chapter was the decision to transfer Project (b) under Programme

IV which.related to the creation of legislation and organizations for'patent

administration and industrial licensing to Chapter Ti which-would deal with

Transfer of Commercial. Technology, ■ ■ ' . . . - ■

Chapter 7 . . .....

23. In Chapter V, the greater part of -phe discussion took place on Pro

gramme III.concerning the promotion of proper maintenance of transport

networks and equipment. It was agreed that, under this programme, three
■new projects be added. One project would deal with the improvement of

the organization of the vehicle maintenance| the second project would re

late to the co-operation of African countries in.joint operation and main

tenance of airlines. The meeting also felt that it would serve the inte

rests of the countries within the region if a programme of regional and

sub-regional conferences and seminars were organized to discuss the issues

relating to airlines operation and maintenance. Under Programme VI of this

sector a suggestion was made that there was need to provide for the training

of operating personnel for seagoing vessels. The suggestion to provide a.

Project (e) under the programme for this purpose was-accepted,

24. At the end of the discussion of this chapter it was pointed out that

because of the very low stage of development of maritime shipping in the

region it would serve some useful purpose to emphasize this particular area

of need by bringing all the projects relating to maritime shipping into one

programme for purposes of emphasis. It was agreed that a new Programme

VIII be added to this chapter and that all projects related to maritime

shipping which were scattered in all the other programmes from I to VII

should be collected together under the new programme.

Chapter VI . . ■ .

25. In the discussion of Chapter VI, members agreed that the title "Housing

and Urban Planning" was too. restrictive and a proposal to rename the hapter

"Housing and Urban Development" was agreed. In Programme II it was felt

that advantage should be taken of the provision of Project (b) to emphasize

the need for addition of rural settlement needs. Although the terms of re

ference for the fePA, as enunciated in the original plan frame focus atten

tion on urban settlement programmes, nonetheless in a region where by far

the greatest proportion of the population lived in rural areas adequate

attention should be devoted within the liegional Plan to problems of rural
settlements.
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. II REVIEW OF TEB GLOBAL PRIORITIES OF-.THE WPA AKD .- ■

-THEIR APPLICATION UITEIH THE AJPRICAff REGION ' ~':.

27.■ At the suggestion of Mr. Desai9 Deputy Director of the Office of Sci« '
ence and Technology, ESA, the .meeting decided to carrry. out a "brief .review

of priority areas for.action identified by the Advisory Committee and con-.,

tained in Volume I of the published World Plan of Action - document e/496'2.. ,
The meeting discussed the priorities treated in, Chapters I,. II and III of

this document and identified those that were relevant to the heeds .and .pri

orities of the African region. It was decided that a brief report should

be prepared based on the discussions and a more detailed examination of

these priorities which would deal with the applicability of the global pri

orities contained in this document to the African region,. This brief review

would be a supplement to the Regional Plan,

28. The general conclusion of the discussion of Volume I was that most of ,

the priority areas identified in the Report were applicable to the African

region. However, the question of natural disaster warning systems and human

fertility in Chapter I were not considered to be priority areas for action

in the African region.-as a whole.

:29. In the list of subjects under Chapter II, the meeting recommended the . _

inclusion of two items under the section dealing with human diseases control,

namely bilharzia and onchocerciasis.
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III. REITIBW OP CUBREFT PBOGBAMMES AUTO ACTIVITIES OF OTITES 'STATIONS

. ; OEGAKCZATIOFS A1STD AGEHCITiS C03?CERM) WITH THE APPLICATION " '

■ ■- " ■ ■ OF SCIENCE AM) TECHNOLOGY 1$ THE AMtlCJUST REGION

30. .Under, this agenda item the representatives of the organizations -and '
agencies, present were invited'to give their reports. Both written and oral
submissions-were made to the meeting and a summary record of these is given
m the. following paragraphs, ■ ■

World -Health Organization (•WHO) ■ ■ '

31. :^e. representative of-WHO emphasized that control of communicate-di
eases-.is.the. major activity of his organization in Africa. WHO is "giving ■
assistance to African Governments in this matter and in the collection and
evaluation of data on health problems with a view to providing appropriate "
measures.for their control. In the field of education, the organization
provides high-level personnel to teach in African universities, and also '
offers fellowships, to indigenous medical and health personnel to enable
them pursue further studies, ■ '

32. The..-WHO'S interest in population programmes has heen In the Integra* .
tion of family planning into the basic national health services and the or
ganization has collaborated with other m agencies in.research and -surveys ■
connected with infant mortality and related issuer. Problems of raalnutri- ,
tion continue to receive appropriate attention, ^ In-the area of environmental
health, WHO^is widening its activities to include all aspects of this problem
and is playing-an important role in the preparation for the UKT Conference
on the Human Environment planned for 1972.

International Labour Ora-ani saltion (ILO)

33- The representative of the ILO reviewed the programmes and activities
of his organization related to science and technology and recalled that the
transfer of. appropriate technologies -to the African region was 'one of the
main preoccupations of his organisation. He stressed that this transfer did
not merely mean the making available to African countries of all those pro
cedure^and methods applicable to developed countries but also implied adap
ting them to the human needs| and sociological realities ;of the African popu
lation. He then elaborated on It he following main fields of' activity of"'"1 • • 's'
the ILO which, involved the application of science and technology to develop--
M%% m African the planning of economic developmentj the organization
and training- of manpower5 workers' productivity and their training? co
operative institutions including community and rural development 5 maritime
shipping and ports? small-sbale industries and local handicrafts? seourity"
and hygien. of workers? labour legislationj the scientific organization of
worlc* - ■ ■ . .
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World Meteorological Organization (WMO)

34. The representative of WMO in presenting the programmes and activities

of his organization, pointed out that most of their activities to be consi

dered in the World Plan of Action for the Application of Science- and Tech

nology to development are enumerated primarily under the atmospheric resour

ces programme of natural resources sector of the World Plan of Action,,

He pointed out that in so far as African regional programmes were con'earned,
most of the African countries have adopted the WMO programmes and -his or

ganization would assist these countries to achieve their various national

targets in this.domain. He further added that since one of the most impor

tant problems facing African countries was the lack of manpower, WMO con-.
sidered that the training of personnel was one of uhe priority activities

for African countries. He then enumerated a number of ongoing and planned

manpower training activities in progress within the region under the aegis
of his organization. ■ . ' ...

35» .Infrastructure for meterological services still requires improvement
in several ways and WMO plans to implement a number of projects in various

African countries which would lead to the strengthening of the meteorologi

cal services throughout the region and thereby enable the African countries
to participate in and benefit from the global meteorological programmes of
research and data processing envisaged under the World "Weather Watch.

Economic Commission for Africa (jflCA) .

36." The representative of ECA, in presenting the programmes and activities
of the Oomniission in the field1 of science and technology stressed the fol
lowing points: The ECA has a major task before it in assisting member Sta
tes create or strengthen their national organs for policymaking and plan

ning in science and technology in order to promote their application to

social and economic development. Specific assistance is being rendered"
to member States in this field,

37* One major area of need by member States is in technological development

planning and ECA is to undertake special studies and research on methodo

logy and techniques for technological development planning. Related to

this, the Commission plans to undertake regular collection and analysis of

data on the techno-econonuc situation and the technological needs and pri

orities of member States, The critical manpower situation in science and

t»ci«aoiogyisa-constraint on all sectors of the national economies.in the ■ .

region. In this regard, the secretariat is" concerned with planning and prow

moting action directed to relieve specific critical areas of manpower shor

tages in science and technology through identification of needs in terms

df new institutiouc or new courses in existing, ones, 'yfaexe te nTosoxt drain
ing programmes appear to be deficient. The EGA has already established

an international panel to look into the needs for and Mature of the

institutes required in the field of applied science anci technology.
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38* ■ The. ECA..is. ■concerned -about the strengthening of the1 existing.infe
■fetttfe of institutions ifor research and development in 41.ffer.ent sectors, of
the African economy in order to ensure a .good flow of technology and-tech-

■ nical services to production'activities. Consultations are. in hand between

ECA and one member State regarding the^establishment.of an Institute of fuel

■ Science and Technology and similar "developments are envisaged .in .other coun

tries in': future,- -EGA places considerable importance on .the need,-to bring
decision-makers ; on one hand and the. general, public on the other into-.fami

liarity with concepts' and :ideas in: science and technology; and to--create, amon

gst them; an awareness" of the importance of .'this domain., in the'.social,'and

-economic progress of the 'African countries,. .Mass media. operators,- scien- ,

tists and journalists^'will play abig role in this task. Last year, the

ECA organised a country Seminar on Science and Mass,Media, in Kampala which

was attended by representatives of these groups within. East .Africa. Assis^-

'tance has'^lso been given in the-setting up of science editorial-division,..
In one :of--the "major newspapers in West Africa,

-39.:-;: On'regional ;-co-operation? ECA believes that this should be further-,
developed ,on an individual or institutional basis among scientists and tech

nologists on one hand and their respective professional organizations on..the
other. v'Alreddy a start has .been made ".in establishing; contacts with existing.

■technological societies'and associations witnin."Africa,.. . ,, .- /;..-.-,

4CU ; ■The' representative of the Population Programme Centre o.f ECA pointed

out -the major-problems relating to the demographic situation in Africa and

outlined the'-'majdr programmes of the\ Centre .which wore, .directed to assisting

■African countries in the "fallowing activities in relation to,'populations. W

■ ' ':(i)- Uat-a coilection.5 " . . . .: . '

(ii) Data analysis and interpretation? - ■, ' .. '■'■ .

(iii) Provision of extension services to a numbex of institutionss

: (iv) gstablish-'raent ;of postgraduate' institutes for population -studies? ■

(v) Sponsoring training;seminars and symposia on various aspects-of
■ ■■ " population problems!"" " "' -.',.:=' ,.-

■ ; (vi) O'ffering 'advice to Governments. '' ' . . - , '
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United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO)

41. The representative of UNESCO drew attention to a number of activities
within his organization's programme for the 1971-72 biennium , In the area
of science policy and organization of research, two surveys were under ways
one on the institutional needs of African countries in the field of science and
.technology and other on science policymaking bodies in Africa A survey of-ihe
scientific and technical potential of the African countries has recently, teen
published. UNESCO plans to. convene a Conference of:African Ministers of Science
^CASTAFRICA) in 1973 and a meeting of African e-perts will be convened in
October 1971 -to undertake preparatory work and plans for this meeting Both the
OAU.and the EGA have been invited to the preparatory.meeting

42.. In the area of scientific and technical information, UNESCO plans to
establish a World Scientific and Technical Information System (UNISIST)'and
a number of African Governments have already shown interest in UNISIST. the
UNESCO Regional Science Office.in Nairobi is undertaking a survey of scien
tific and technical journals in Africa, the results of which will be publi
shed, ' ....

43. Science'education is a very important area of UNESCO's activity and "
there has been very close collaboration with UNICEF in connection with/inte
grated science teaching programmes at the primary and lower seconday levels
and as an,aid.to.education for rural development. UNESCO-also continues to
offer advice and assistance to various African countries in the special fiel
ds -of technical education, engineering education-and agricultural education.
In a related activity., the organization offers fellowships to African scien
tists to undergo further training or to attend learned conferences. The
organization plans to convene in November, 1971, a Regional Seminar on the
Public Understanding of Science and Technology which will supplement ongoing
.effort in other directions on the promotion of public awareness of science
arid technology, . . . ■ . ■

44. In the field of environmental sciences, UFJJSCO is pursuing a long-
term inter-disciplinary Programme on Man and the Biosphere (MAB). Africa
is likely to attract some of the activities planned under this programme,
and^a number of African-countries have already taken steps to ensure their
active participation in this programme. Natural resources form an impor
tant area of activity for UNESCO, and several missions of an advisory and
consultative nature ha,ve already been made to a number of African countries
by the Field Science Office for Africa in Nairobi. The organization is also
consulting with a.number of African universities.regarding the establish
ment of post-graduate courses on this subject. In collaboration with other
agencies, UNESCO sponsored, in September 1971, a meeting of the African

National Committee for the International Bydrologioal Decade. In the field
of oceanography, the organization aims at providing support for the estab
lishment of a ferine Science Centre in West Africa.
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ffood and Agriculture Organization

45. The representative of FAO made a statement on the action programmes '

of his-,organia.ation in relation to the World Plan, of Action for the Appli

cation of Science and Technodogy, ;to Development* The sectoral proposals-

which are contained in an FAO document- (PAB Mis,/70/l) were distributed ■ :;

last year and the main objectives and action programmes for the African

■: region' cou.ld.be identified within the scope, of this, document. He outlined

the. objectives of FAQ's programmes in Africa ass ■ >■ : ■-■ •"■■"■

. (a)....The ,transformation of the predominantly traditional Sector'through
ri- , the optimum combination: of .science and . technology with "human-and

-. " ■.. physical resources! .. -.■■■"■ : ■■■■•■; .■.: ' - -

. :. (b) . The conservation and development of natural resources leading to
their increased contribution to.the social and economic develop

ment of African xyarctries; ,

. (c) The broadening of the rural economic-basis| ■..■.-.

, ../..,; (d) The acceleration of the development of agricultural processes '
.and agro-based industries5 ■ ■■ ■ ■ ■ .' -1

-..- ,. (e) . The acceleration of integrated rural development..

46. He then outlined the major programmes envisaged by "FAO in this sector

-inthe application of science, and technology to development,. " " " : ■'■

These- ares. ' ■ ■ ■' ■ ■■ . ' . .■ .

-... (i) The development and conservation of natural -resources for agricui--
t ' ■

.;;(ii)-.. Development of land and.water -resources%

■ (ail;) .-. JPreventiojO,- of pollution, of inland waters 5

(iv) Improvement of productivity in difficult natural: environments $

(v) Genetic and agronomic improvement of major crops;

(vi) Genetic and agronomic improvement of cereals with special refe-x.
rence to high-yielding varieties5

(vii) Improving yields of starch, roots and plantains;

(viii) Improving the protein content of cereals and food legumes5

(ix) Development of commercial production of fruit and vegetables %

(x) Production and distribution of quality seeds|

(xi) Sapid increase in fertilizer use %

(xii) Animal production -and health.
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World Bank (IBRD

47. The.World Bank was unable to send a representative to the meeting,
but the Bank, sent a brief statement on t<3 activities in support of science
ana technology in the developing countries*

48. The World. Bank Group through the projects and developments it-finances
contributes to the application of science and technology in most of its

operations. The Bank Group is often called upon to finance long-terra deve
lopment projects which usually involve a large importation of technology
from abroad to the developing regions. Its financial assistance has often
been directed towards research and development-oriented activities and in-»-
otitutions within the context of specific development projects. A number
of research programmes within the activities of agricultural institutions
or related projects have benefited from the Bank lc^ns.

49. However., the Bank's policies have been evolving in response to the
recommendations of the Pearson Commission and the Bank Group is now ready

to support national and international research and development activities
conceived as independent projects. Initially the Bank Group will confine

itself to research institutions in the fields of agriculture, industry,
education and population, with emphasis on agriculture. In this connection
the Bank Group has recently granted a loan to Spain towards the establish
ment of six national agricultural research centres.

50. The establish cent of international institutions for research in agri
culture and-related fields will receive considerable support in the near

future. In line with this, the Bank in co-operation with OTDP and FAO as

co-sponsorss h&cspjMisored a .Consultative Group comprising, in addition to the

co-sponsors, governments, regional development banks and private foundations

interested in supporting international agricultural■research related to th^

problems of the developing nations. Among the proposals b'ein^ currently

studied by the Consultative Group are one for the provision of financial •■

support for the International Institute of Tropical Agriculture in Mlgeria

and other proposal relating to the establishment of a livestock research
centre in Africa.
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World Plan of Action for the Application of

Science and Technology to Developments

Volume I of the report of the Advisory Com- .

mittee on the Application of Science and Tech
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World Plan of Action for the Application of

Science and Technology to Developments Volume

II of the Report of the Advisory Committee on

the Application of Science and Technology to
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Chapter I - Science Development
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Regional Proposals for the World Plan of
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Regional Proposals for the World Plan of
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